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‘uma’, 2018

‘uma’				|			2018			|		video		|		8’35’’	

(projection	of	all	Brazilian	presidents	over	body	painted	in	white)	

Mostra	Verbo,	Vermelho	Gallery	|	variable	dimensions		|	16:9



‘uma’, is a video that documents an action : my 

body starts painted in white, as a screen for the 

projected image of a slideshow of all the Brazilian 

presidents, since 1889 when Brazil became a 

Republic.  

Little by little, I clean my body, freeing myself 

from being a screen for their bodies so I can have 

my female body at last.  

This video seeks to highlight the masculinization 

of positions of power. Since the creation of the 

Republic, we had only one woman in the 

presidency (who was impeached). Every decision 

we make that sustains our daily lives is 

deliberated by wealthy men. Our feminine bodies 

remain at the mercy of these decisions. 

LINK: ‘uma’  : https://vimeo.com/257778111 

‘uma’, 2018

https://vimeo.com/257778111
https://vimeo.com/257778111


‘cidade-corpo’, 2017

‘cidade-corpo’	(city-body)				|			2017			|		video		|		14’30’’	

(urban	intervention	and	video	and	audio	documentation	of	the	action)	

Mostra	Verbo,	Vermelho	Gallery;	MOLA,	Instituto	Tomie	Ohtake	|	variable	dimensions



‘cidade-corpo’, 2017

‘cidade-corpo’	(city-body)				|			2017			|		video		|		14’30’’	

(urban	intervention	and	video	and	audio	documentation	of	the	action)	

Mostra	Verbo,	Vermelho	Gallery;	MOLA,	Instituto	Tomie	Ohtake	|	variable	dimensions



'cidade-corpo' ('city-body') is a video and sound 

installation which shows the documentation of an 

action: 

In São Paulo, I searched for streets that have 

names of torturers of the dictatorship period in 

Brazil (1964-1985). I walked from one street to 

another, recording the audio of this walk. While 

walking from one street to another I was recalling 

and explaining the lives of these men. 

Once I get to the specific street of the torturer I 

am looking for, I stick a sticker on it that says 

'torturer', so people who cross that street 

everyday or even live there can be aware of who 

he was. 

The video has both actions and documentations 

(video and audio) overlaid.  

LINK: video ‘cidade-corpo’ : https://vimeo.com/248074591 

‘cidade-corpo’, 2017

https://vimeo.com/248074591
https://vimeo.com/248074591


‘rastreando’		(tracking)	|			2016			|		multimedia	action		|		16’					(drawing	with	white	chalk	into	blackboard	under	video	projection)	

Mostra	Verbo,	Vermelho	Gallery;	Nova	Arte	Política,	FLC;	Arte	5	Londrina;	DAHAUS;	Red	Bull	Station;	MOLA	,	
Instituto	Tomie	Ohtake		|	2,80m	X	2,40m	x	3,5m		

‘rastreando’, 2016



'Rastreando’ (Tracking), 2016, is a multimedia 
performance. 

Due to events in Brazilian politics in 2016, I found 

myself reading newspaper headlines that seemed 

very similar to newspaper headlines published in 

1964, the year of a civil-military coup in Brazil, and 

that got my interest. I started exploring this theme 

by projecting these headlines in a blackboard and 

drawing with chalk on it, as a live action. The result 

is traces that are often overlooked, that create an 

ephemeral image of my interpretation of the past in 

the 'now'. This work conveys political issues that are 

dealt with in an aesthetic way, and the viewer is 

challenged to think critically in the politics of 

memory. 

 

‘rastreando’, 2016

LINK: Documentation of the action ‘Rastreando’, full with 16’ at Performance Festival VERBO,  

at Vermelho Gallery in São Paulo, Brazil: https://vimeo.com/280001434 

‘rastreando’		(tracking)	|			2016			|		multimedia	action		|		16’	

(drawing	with	white	chalk	into	blackboard	under	video	projection)	

Mostra	Verbo,	Vermelho	Gallery;	Nova	Arte	Política,	FLC;	Arte	5	Londrina;	DAHAUS;	Red	Bull	Station;	MOLA	,	
Instituto	Tomie	Ohtake		|	2,80m	X	2,40m	x	3,5m		

https://vimeo.com/280001434
https://vimeo.com/280001434


‘rastreando’

‘rastreando’		(tracking)	|			2016			|		multimedia	action		|		16’					(drawing	with	white	chalk	into	blackboard	under	video	projection)	

Mostra	Verbo,	Vermelho	Gallery;	Nova	Arte	Política,	FLC;	Arte	5	Londrina;	DAHAUS;	Red	Bull	Station;	MOLA	,	
Instituto	Tomie	Ohtake		|	2,80m	X	2,40m	x	3,5m		



‘left	x	right’				|			2017			|	multimedia	installation	

(scale,	flour,	black	cloth	under	video	projection)	

Pilotenkuenche,	Leipzig	|	2,2m	x	1,2m	x	0,5m

‘left x right’, 2017



'left x right' is a multimedia installation, that aims to 

bring into image the balance of justice and politics.  

The same amount of flour (2 kilos) is poured into 

each side of the scale and the action is documented. 

The balance in between the left and right side can 

be seen : always after one side is down, the other 

needs much more flour poured so it can be bring 

balance again, but it fails, as with more flour, the 

other side is heavier. This image 'explains' the 

extreme politics rages : after a long time with the 

left in power, now it seems that the 'right' has to 

grow stronger to "balance" - but it just keeps the 

'dance' of one being 'better or worse' than the 

other.  

LINK: video documentation of ‘left x right’ : https://vimeo.com/235078430 

‘left x right’, 2017

https://vimeo.com/235078430
https://vimeo.com/235078430


‘regresso’	(return)			|			2017			|		site-specific	multimedia	action	and	installation		|		45’	

(occupying	empty	space	with	stones	and	body,	under	video	projection	of	the	same	action	documented)	

São	Paulo	Municipal	Theatre,	Red	Experience,	Iscream	Project		|		2,5m	X	2,5m	x	2m

‘regresso’, 2017



'regresso' ('return') is a site-specific multimedia 

action/installation that explores revisiting individual 

memories while manipulating stones of a building. 

The action consists on  removing stones from the 

wall and occupying the empty space with the body, 

and the documentation of this action is projected 

(as a video 'mapping'),    thus forming layers of 

interpretation and subjectivity. 

Work commissioned by the Iscream project, for the 

'RedExperience', in the Arches of the Municipal 

Theater of São Paulo, in May 2017. 

LINK: documentation video of the action ‘regresso’ : https://vimeo.com/216268130 

‘regresso’, 2017

https://vimeo.com/216268130
https://vimeo.com/222021087


‘what’s on a girl’s mind’, 2017

‘what’s	on	a	girl’s	mind’				|			2017			|		multimedia	action	

(lipstick	over	mirror	&	video	projection)	-	with	artist	Sandra-X	on	
soundtracks	

Teatro	de	Conteiners,	Mulheres	na	Travessa	II,	FindArte	DAHAUS;	
Pilotenkuenche,	Leipzig	|	1m	x	1,2m	x	0,5m



‘what’s on a girl’s mind’, 2017

‘what’s	on	a	girl’s	mind’				|			2017			|		multimedia	action			

these	are	some	of	the	adverts	projected	during	the	action.		The	artist	projects	one	by	one	into	a	mirror	and	adds	lipstick	
into	their	mouths,	creating	layers	of	bruises		

Teatro	de	conteines.	Mulheres	na	Travessa	II,	FindArte	DAHAUS,	‘formas	de	voltar	pra	casa’	Pilotenkuenche,	Leipzig	|	1m	x	
1,2m	x	0,5m



‘what’s on a girl’s mind’, 2017

We are all imprisoned by what a woman is 

supposed to be like - an image that is created and 

sustained by adverts and by the media.   

This action is a recollection of adverts from the 

50s, 60s and 70s that are evidence and 

background to how we think we should be and 

what men expect us to be.  

During the action I project the images into a mirror 

and mark with lipstick the women's mouths. its a 

way to relate to them, recognise them in me, shut 

their mouths, and create layers of interpretation as 

one image follows the other.  
LINK 1 : documentation of the action (full): https://vimeo.com/238436141 

LINK 2 :fragment of the action with sound : https://vimeo.com/289904889 

https://vimeo.com/289904889
https://vimeo.com/238436141
https://vimeo.com/289904889


LINK: documentation video ‘what’s on a girls mind’ : https://vimeo.com/238436141 

‘what’s on a girl’s mind’, 2017

We are all imprisoned by what a woman is 

supposed to be like - an image that is created and 

sustained by adverts and by the media.   

This action is a recollection of adverts from the 

50s, 60s and 70s that are evidence and 

background to how we think we should be and 

what men expect us to be.  

During the action I project the images into a mirror 

and mark with lipstick the women's mouths. its a 

way to relate to them, recognise them in me, shut 

their mouths, and create layers of interpretation as 

one image follows the other.  

https://vimeo.com/238436141
https://vimeo.com/238436141


‘what I could have been and I am not’, 2016

‘what	I	could	have	been	and	I	am	not’				|			2016			|		multimedia	installation	

(etiquete	book,	2	fans	and	video	projection)	

Ponder	70	Gallery		|	1,5m	x	1,2m	x	1,5m



This multimedia installation has as central a book 

page that, controlled by 2 fans, doesn't move 

forward or backwards. In the background we can 

see the pages turning, and the speakers amplify 

the sound of it.  

The book is a book of ETIQUETTE, that tells you 

what to do and how to behave everywhere, 

travelling, eating, have conversations etc.  

The piece suggests that all of that etiquette is just 

not letting the 'page' run freely and be whatever 

it  wants to be, such as humans under  society 

expectations.  

LINK_1: documentation of the installation : https://vimeo.com/225607753 

LINK_2: http://www.biancaturner.xyz/blank-29 

‘what I could have been and I am not’, 2016

https://vimeo.com/225607753
http://www.biancaturner.xyz/blank-29
https://vimeo.com/225607753


ANY RELEVANT DOCUMENTS OR PUBLICATIONS

“Paradigmatic shifts are also key to decolonial studies, and Giselle 

Beiguelman’s Agosto 01 

(Sesc – Serviço Social do Comércio, free) exemplifies how Brazilian 

artists are challenging dominant art-historical narratives.  

Commissioned for Meta-Arquivo 1964–1985, a show at São Paulo’s 

Sesc Belenzinho that asked artists to consider the role of archives 

in building national identity, it proposes the first Portuguese translation 

of Hal Foster’s influential essay ‘An Archival Impulse’ (originally 

published in October, Autumn 2004) with a notable difference: where 

Foster references Thomas Hirschhorn, Sam Durant and Tacita Dean 

to discuss the use of archival research and the materialisation of 

archives in art, Beiguelman substitutes a younger generation of 

Brazilian artists, respectively Bruno Moreschi, Bianca Turner and 

Tiago Sant’ana. In a country faced with censorship, colonial legacies 

and authoritarian bans, Beiguelman and this exhibition seem to say, the 

archival impulse appears as survival strategy.”

‘AGOSTO’, publication by Giselle Beiguelman :  

As part of exhibition ‘Meta-Arquivo 1964-1985’, artist Giselle 
Beiguelman translated Hal Foster’s text ‘An Archival Impulse’, from 
magazine October. Mentions at the ART REVIEW MAGAZINE (DEC,
2019) writes:



‘AGOSTO’				|			2019		|		publication	by	Giselle	Beiguelman	



‘AGOSTO’				|			2019		|		publication	by	Giselle	Beiguelman	



‘AGOSTO’				|			2019		|		publication	by	Giselle	Beiguelman	



Bianca Turner (Brazil, b.1984) is a multimedia artist, holds a BA in ‘Performance Design and Practice’ 
from Central Saint Martins College of Art & Design (2011, London, UK) and a Master of Arts in 
“Scenography” from the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama (2013, London, UK).  

  
She exhibits regularly since 2014. A special mention should be her collaboration with Neo Muyanga 
for his performance 'A Maze in Grace' at the 34 Biennial of snao paulo, 2020 ; Among her collective 
exhibitions the most relevant is at Mostra Verbo of Performance Art 2018, at Vermelho Gallery in São 
Paulo, Brazil.  

Her  research is on the subjectivity of memory: Is memory material or immaterial? Is memory 
embedded in objects? – A quest that doesn’t have the intention to be solved but yet to be the source 
for many artworks. 
  
‘My work explores the documentation of the ephemeral.  
I explore the immaterially of an object or a place; the invisible, the subjective, and the unspeakable. 
I think of memory as built in the present rather than something from the past; and I am interested in 
traces and layers as textures of memory and nostalgia.’ 
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